Container glass processing

Understanding impact during
container glass processing
Spanish container glassmaker Vidrala has combined with in-line sensor
technology supplier Masitek to measure the impact of glass containers during
processing.
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Impact measurement method
Travelling more than 20 weeks a year to

various packaging operations looking
to deploy the MMAAZZ technology,
it was during a trade exhibition that
Pablo connected with Vidrala. Shortly
thereafter, Vidrala purchased in-line
sensors from Masitek and started an
extensive internal deep analysis of the
sensors and measurements before starting
to use them widely.
Eduardo explains the difficulties of
impact measurement faced by Vidrala
prior to deploying the MMAAZZ suite
of in-line sensors. “Traditionally, the
characterisation of the hardness of
a bottling line had been carried out
qualitatively. We had few quantitative
arguments to present to our customers
when highlighting those points of the
line with strong impacts.”
Relative to glass containers, impact
resistance
measurement
is
more
complex than internal pressure, which
is repeatable, measurable and easily

controlled.
“From the point of view of product
design, we lacked precise information
on the impact thresholds that a glass
container would face during processing,”
says Eduardo.

ShockQC deployed
With a mission to innovate and
continuously improve, Vidrala set clear
objectives for their research to understand
and measure impact.
The first goal of the project was to
reliably and quantitatively characterise
the impact loads of a bottling line and
second, detect the points of the line
where the highest impacts are produced,
be it the depalletiser, filler, capper, labeler,
packer or palletiser.
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he adoption of in-line sensors for
real-time
impact
measurement
during processing has been swift.
“You cannot improve what you cannot
measure,” comments Eduardo Albaizar,
Process Scientist at Vidrala.
Impact is a damaging mechanical load
when processing glass containers and
while it isn’t a guarantee that breakage
will occur simply because a bottle receives
a given impact; the probability of breakage
absolutely does increase.
“Until the advent of in-line sensor
technology, impact measurement was
characterised by the speed of the filling
line. It was not possible to understand the
root cause of shock in production, nor
was it possible to visualise impact on the
line in real-time. This is key to enabling
fillers to improve their line efficiency and
reduce damage to their glass containers,”
explains Pablo Asiron, Executive VP of
Global Sales for Masitek, a supplier of
smart in-line sensor technology which is
marketed under the MMAAZZ brand.
When Pablo started with Masitek three
years ago, in-line impact measurement
was a relatively new concept that was just
beginning to take hold. The technology,
sensors embedded in exact replicas of the
container being processed, are deployed
on the production line to accurately
measure a container’s experience during
processing. It is now used extensively by
fillers and glassmakers alike. Pablo wants
the world to know that the technology
exists and is widely in use. “Smart in-line
sensors are deployed at all four of the top
breweries globally and are transforming
liquid packaging production,” he says.
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IPS measurement tool

Measured in Inches Per Second (IPS),
the IPS impact rating of a bottle means
that a bottle is certified to have a given
percentage of breakage when it is
impacted by a known mass.
The real world is a complex
environment with diverse variables
that affect how a container responds to
impact. For example, when a container
is processed through the filling line, it
receives multiple impacts of varying
intensity.
Vidrala selected Masitek’s MMAAZZ
ShockQC to measure IPS dynamically on
the line, opting for two sensor replicas,
one corresponding to its wine bottle
measuring 75 cl (390g) and another to a
smaller beer model of 25 cl (150g). Both
replicas were designed to correspond to
the weight of a full bottle.
ShockQC is equipped with proprietary
sensors to measure impact in both IPS
and G-Force. Embedded in exact replicas
of Vidrala’s containers, ShockQC travels
through the line to monitor the entire
process. Location tracking Bluetooth
beacons create zones on the line to
pinpoint the origin of damage and
opportunities to improve line efficiency.
Each time ShockQC traveled through
the line, the data run was configured to
Vidrala’s specifications on the solution
tablet and corresponding app. Integrated
photos capture notable events, which the
Vidrala team could further analyse from
the MMAAZZ solution’s web portal.

Albaizar explains how Vidrala integrated
the technology on its customers’ lines.
“After deploying the sensor on a
customer’s line, our team could visualise
the result of the data run directly
from the tablet in order to show them
to our customers. The data was then
automatically uploaded to the Vidrala
cloud, where the definitive reports were
generated, and we could determine
acceptable limits of impact.
“Unsurprisingly, Vidrala witnessed
significant
improvements
between
audited and non-audited lines,” explains
Masitek’s Asiron.
“Like all of our customers, the team
quickly realised the extent to which
ShockQC could objectively help identify
points of improvement, in this case on
their customers’ lines.”
Having satisfied the requirements of
their first two objectives, the Vidrala and
Masitek teams began collaborating on
what would become the Vidrala Impact
Index (VII), the latest measurement index
to be supported within the MMAAZZ inline sensor suite.

Impact measurement
As is the case with other packaging
materials, glass strength is heavily
dependent on its damage condition.
Pristine glass is as resistant as steel.
However, if that pristine glass is scratched
against a metal or glass, its resistance
will drop dramatically. The important
conclusion here is to understand that
glass doesn’t have a specific strength
value.
To determine the probability of glass
maintaining its integrity under a certain
stress, Weibull distribution is the most
widely employed in the different research
papers covering glass strength topics.
“Taking into account that stress
is proportional to impact speed, our
experience, after impacting several
thousands of containers and extensive
mathematical calculations allowed us
to effectively calculate the probability of
failure for any combination of low-level
impacts of varying intensity.”
Asiron extrapolates the value of the
Vidrala Impact Index which is a weighted
sum approach to rate a line’s impact
performance.
“Given that during the filling process,
containers receive hundreds of impacts
of varying severity it is difficult to provide
an overall result or even to compare
different filling lines. The risk of breakage

greatly depends on impact magnitude,
so individual impacts cannot simply be
added together. VII provides a single
number representing the severity of the
impacts received throughout the whole
filling line or within a portion of it.”
Now fully integrated into MMAAZZ
ShockQC, the impact index created by
Vidrala enables all fillers to account for
different impacts where the weighing
factors are based on the relative risk of
breakage.

Vidrala’s Cypher service
Vidrala announced the launch of its
Cypher service in February 2019. Cypher
is the name given to the system for
monitoring and describing a production
line’s degree of impact.
Using a sensor inside a prototype which
is equal to the container being processed,
and with the help of sensors strategically
placed along the line, Vidrala can record
impacts, associate them with specific
points of that line and visualise them
on a mobile device. By doing so, Vidrala
audits the line and verify the solicitation
to which the container is exposed at each
stage of the filling process.
Others may be able to extract figures
but only Vidrala is able to interpret
precisely and categorise the collected
data to obtain real improvements. Further
information is available on the website
cypher.vidrala.com �

Masitek, New Brunswick, Canada
www.mmaazz.org
Vidrala, Laudio, Spain
www.vidrala.com
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